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ACRONYMS
ACF

Agriculture Credit Facility

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

FAO

Food Agricultural Organization

MBADIFA

Mbarara District Farmers Association

MFIs

Micro-Finance Institutions

SACCOs

Savings and Credit Cooperatives

UCCCU

Uganda Crane Creameries Cooperative Union
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The livestock sector in Uganda is a significant contributor to the agricultural sector and to the wider
economy. It contributes over 5% to the National Gross Domestic Product and 18% to the agricultural
sector. The sector has also continued to registered deliver steady growth of about 3% per annum
despite the low total agricultural sector growth which has an average growth of 6% per annum
(Agriterra, 2012). It should be noted however that; the livestock sector comprises of cattle, poultry,
piggery, goats and sheep and currently Uganda has over 4.5 million households that rear at least one
kind of livestock.
Further still, the dairy sector has been identified as the most vibrant sub-sector of Uganda Agricultural
sector, followed by the beef, poultry as well as piggery with a high potential of providing employment
opportunities to over 60% household small scale farmers (UBOS 2013). Generally, there is a higher
demand of livestock products such as; beef, eggs, chicken and pork than the market can supply. This
implies a shortfall on the supply side and uncovered market opportunities on the demand side. It is
therefore; probable that deliberate efforts to increase investment in the livestock sector through
increased financing is one of critical elements that has potential influence to increase the productivity,
accelerate and catalyze the current volume of transactional interactions that can result into increase in
supply to match the growing demand.
Farmer entrepreneurship has been underscored as an important competence with multiplier effects
that are inclusive of driving farmers out of poverty and as well as influencing growth within the wider
economy. This idea recognizes that agricultural transformation through commercialization away from
the dominant subsistence focus is a critical and priority strategy in the pursuit of various development
agenda such as ‘the Malabo declaration June 2014,’ in which Agriculture that employs over 75% of
Uganda’s population is expected to lead to the annual 6% sector growth in the sub-Saharan Africa. The
concept of farming as a business highly recognizes farmers as profit oriented actors seeking to improve
their livelihoods through access to and utilization of financial services as well as collective marketing for
enhanced incomes at house hold levels. However; emerging from peasantry to adopt profit oriented
farming fundamentally takes a shift in mind set, behavior change, adoption of new market structures,
other key structural reforms such as enabling environment for increased access to reliable and
sustainable agricultural - finance for investment.
Despite the significant role the livestock sector plays in providing employment opportunities for the
farming communities, the sector has faced a number of challenges; the outstanding being that farmers
continue to battle the challenges of limited and restrained access and utilization of the available
financial services. This is further compounded by the usually low animal productivity due to low genetic
potential and poor management practices, endemic disease also due to
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breakdown of communal dip tank infrastructure, and poor timing regarding availability of vaccines at
the districts. Furthermore, there is generally still a big relationship gap between financial services
providers and potential farmer-entrepreneurs. It is therefore common knowledge that a combination of
these factors has contributed significantly to the slow development process of the agri-finance subsector in Uganda. The contribution of agriculture lending to total lending (of regulated financial
institutions) for the last 7 years has hovered between 7 % to 11% (Agriculture Finance Yearbook) which
contribution is so low compared to the size and importance of the agriculture sector in Uganda. In
observation, this portfolio is almost stagnant at 10 – 11%.
While a handful of farmers have managed to break “even”, majority still practice subsistence farming
and still consider it as a way of life with limited prospects of fostering their efforts to maximize
productivity.
Therefore; in the pursuit to promote higher investment in agriculture henceforth increased
commercialization for the sector, there is need to increase financing especially long term finance as well
as explore other innovative finance delivery channels. Farming as a business can be promoted if the
Government and other livestock value chain actors and/or promoters commit to supporting and
partnering with existing and potential farmer organizations and other entities.
It’s against such a background that; AgriProFocus, in partnership with Mbarara District Farmers
Association (MBADIFA), SNV, GIZ AGRUFIN, The Hunger Project, Agritera, Trias, TIDE Project–SNV,
AMFIU, Uganda Creameries Cooperative Union (UCCU) organized a regional finance fair in Western
Uganda with an overall objective of facilitating platform for building business link and brokering deals
between farmer entrepreneurs in the livestock sector to financial services providers as well as jointly
find solutions to other challenges in the livestock value chain.
The event attracted a total of 280 participants 180 male and 100 female. Total number of exhibitors
(Financial service providers and Value chain actors) was 21 of which 6 were Banks, 7 were SACCOs, 5
were insurance companies and 4 were Value chain actors. Deals made for follow up were 225. Online
registration got 77 individuals of which 58 subscribed to the Agricultural and Rural financial platform.
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1.2 Activities, Objectives and Expected Outcomes
Activity

Objective

Outcomes

Pre-selection and profiling
of farmers

To profile the agribusiness
producer organizations, SMEs and
cooperatives highlighting their key
marketed commodities to attract
financing opportunities

At least 40 Agribusiness
enterprises with key marketed
commodities in the region
profiled, including their
commercial viability to attract
the financers

The Agri-Finance
Workshop





Business to finance and
business to business match
makings

To facilitate an information
dissemination platform for
knowledge exchange &
experiential learning on
Agricultural lending

At least 80% participants
have acquired an improved
knowledge and mindset
change towards agricultural
lending

To make the case of successful
financing deals for a livestock
farmer and a Financial service
providers

Trigger the replication and scaleup of such successful financing
schemes and approaches for
financial service providers

To facilitate brokerage services to
link agribusiness entrepreneurs
with financial service providers and
other relevant actors in the
livestock value chain for business
deals & partnerships

At least more than 70%
brokered to business to finance
service providers
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2.0 DAY ONE: WORKSHOP
2.1 Setting the Scene
The day’s sessions were moderated by Richard Mugisha, the AgriProFocus Knowledge and Innovations
Facilitator and Irene Sekamwa Kajoro, SNV Agri-finance Policy Advisor as the technical facilitator.

2.1.1 Welcome Remarks
Whilst welcoming the participants to the finance fair, the Country coordinator for AgriProFocus Mrs. Lucy
Asiimwe Twinamasiko encouraged them to make the most of the two-day event and use borrowed funds
appropriately. She requested the participants for their expectations. Here below is a summary:
I.
II.
III.

Get more training on farming and livestock management
Interact and share ideas with fellow farmers
Get new and better skills on farming

2.1.2 Keynote Address
The key note speaker Mr. Arinanye Clayton, the General Manager, Uganda Crane Creameries Cooperative
Union (UCCCU) shared the background of the livestock sector, opportunities and challenges.
Background of livestock sector in Uganda
The different livestock specifies include cattle, poultry, pigs, sheep and goats etc sector contributing over
9% of the GDP while the dairy subsector contributes 3-4 % of GDP.
The current total milk production stands at approx 2 billion litres per annum from 700 litres in 1990’s. The
south-western region contributes 38 % making it the highest region in milk production, the second one
being the central region at 24% per annum. The per capita milk consumption is at 60 litres from 38 litres in
2001 yet the recommended FAO milk consumption is at 200 litres.
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Opportunities and challenges to Agric Financing
Opportunities

Challenges





Access to credit for livestock is hard and
cannot easily be accessed.



High interest rates charged in the market
are not friendly for livestock. For 12
months interests rates have averaged at
around 30%



armers have organized themselves in cooperatives like
UCCCU and others to work collectively through pooling
resources (UCCCU attracted Euro 10 million for dairy
value chain through aBi Trust.

Increase in demand for livestock products like milk, beef
etc and this has enabled increased production due
increased population growth, East African Community –

integration, COMESA – Free Trade area



Availability of commercial banks, Microfinance
institutions, cooperatives and SACCOs offering financial
services in relation to agriculture financing.



Willingness of development partners to support

agriculture value chains like USAID, Land O'lakes, aBi
Trust, DANIDA, Dutch Embassy, SNV, Heifer International,

send the cow etc



Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in dairy processing
plants most especially for milk, gives farmers access to
market for raw milk



Market opportunities especially with the East African
Integration



Political stability - gives confidence to investors, farmers
and service providers to expand their business and
production.



UCCCU and Uganda Beef Producers Cooperative Unions
need close to approx U$ 40 million complete the dairy
processing plant and meat process plant respectively.



Government budget is negligible to the
live sub sector allocation ; ministry of
agriculture is less funded and this has
remained less even after the Maputo
declaration of 15% of national budget
No credit for farm inputs for farmers in
the livestock sector
Lack of tangible security to be used to
secure loans from financial services
providers
High risks involved in agriculture thus
making agriculture businesses to be unbankable

Background on UCCCU
UCCCU is a national Dairy cooperative of 10 district unions and 132 primary cooperatives and 0ver 18,000
dairy farmers. It was registered in 2005 by MTIC and established a secretariat in 2007.
Its primary objective is to mobilize dairy farmers into comparatives societies to ensure there is higher
bargaining for their raw milk. UCCCU is constructing a dairy processing
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plant so as to foster value addition and has also developed a dairy supply chain worth of investment of
Euro 10 million, a total of 100 brand new milk coolers have been installed.
Other Farmer organizations in the Livestock Industry include Reline, Uganda Meat Producers Cooperative
Union, Uganda Dairy Farmers Association (UNDFA) and Mbarara Farmers Association (MBDFA).
Way Forward
 Design financial products that are tailor made to suit the dairy sector and encourage linkage
banking
 Promote use of warehouse receipt system
 Extend financial services to the remote areas
 Have a policy on regulation of interest rates

2.2 Session One: Financial Management
2.2.1 Best Practices for the Livestock Value Chain

Gabriel Kamuge, an agribusiness development consultant working with GIZ made a presentation on the
best practices for the livestock value chain from the financial planning and management perspective.
Financial Management, he said involves planning and keeping track of your (farm/firm) incomes and
expenditures.
Sources of finance for livestock farms
-

Own money; the best option is starting with own equity

-

Borrowed money: Loans from various entities; - Commercial Banks, Credit Institutions,
Microfinance Deposit-Taking Institutions, SACCOs, Savings and Credit Schemes, Money Lenders
and individual colleagues

-

Livestock Farmer Cooperative

-

Development interventions; donations

Financial management must be informed by data VC (value chain) analysis results, Gross Margin Analysis
or Cost Benefit Analysis. It is important to set financial goals and in order to reach those goals one has
to:
1. Figure out the amount of money you can afford and spend
2. Determine the costs of the financial goals
3. Make decisions about how much to save, how to pay off debts and how much to invest in the
business
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4. Decide on the timing for doing these things
Budgeting is part of financial planning and farm budgeting is also part of the family. A budget is one of
the most important tools for financial management because it shows the income and expenditures. It is
important to sort out the expenses in terms of everyday expenses, expected future and unexpected
future expenses. There should be a balance between incomes, expenditures and savings. Some of the
factors that influence budget behaviors include: - one’s personality, beliefs as well as the financial phase
In order to keep within the budget one should:
•

Remind yourself often what you planned to •
spend

When investing money in business, consider
what to do if the investment fails

•

Keep track of what you spend

•

•

Make sure you do not spend more than is
•
budgeted

Put in the budget something for unexpected
spending needs

•

Make a list of ways to cut planned expenses

•

Get the family to participate in developing and
sticking with the budget

•

Keep savings out of reach so you do not spend
them
If you spend more for one item, spend less for
something else

Financial Records help to keep track of incomes and expenditures. Examples include: budgets, receipts,
loan agreements, play slips, will, and banks statements
Important factors for deciding where to save the business revenue include; safety, access/ease of use,
and deposit requirements for the savings account, terms of use, cost, liquidity, interest. The financial
services provider should meet your financial needs and should be sound.
Livestock Sector is wide with multiple subsectors and varying products so do not put all your money in
one basket. Efforts should be made to re-plough profits, expand and diversify. Insurance is vital for
managing risks in livestock.

Recommendations
Policy Makers

Capacity building programs are instrumental in improving Financial Management –
Farmer Financial education and elementaries of Business Management.

BDS

Business Development Support – Building Business Cases through Financial Value
Chain Analysis, Gross Margins, Cost Benefit Review, extension and Advisory.
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FIs

Policy –support framework conditions for increased agricultural/rural financing and
affordable micro-insurance and agri-insurance services.

NGOs

Address information asymmetries in the VC

2.2.2 Pitching and Feedback Session for Financial Service Providers

Commercial banks, value chain actors, Insurance companies and SACCOs pitched their products/services
during the session and the farmers asked them questions to obtain clarification. This session was to
increase awareness of the so many financial related products available in the market for the farmers But
also to get the farmers prepare themselves meaningfully interact with FSP during the B2B match making
sessions.

Figure 1: Representatives from Financial Institutions, SACCOs, value chain actors and Insurance companies
during the pitching session

Issues that Emerged from the Discussion






More sensitization on ACF especially in remote areas, set targets for commercial banks regarding
the ACF.
Address the perception that financial institutions have about agriculture being risky.
Use available advocacy platforms to advocate for reduction /removal of 30% taxation of profits for
SACCOs.
Channel funds for agriculture credit e.g. ACF through financial institutions like SACCOs that are
closer to the farmers.
The need to boost negotiating capacity of farmers with financial institutions.

2.3 Session Two: Risk Management in the Livestock Value chain
Munya Daka from Uganda Insurers’ Association (UAIS) talked about the role of the Uganda Agriculture
Insurance scheme in risk management in the livestock value chain.
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Risks in livestock management
-

Constantly changing weather patterns

-

Agriculture considered high risk

-

High cost of feeds due to limited supply

-

Mortality of livestock due to drought, disease or
other factors

-

Death or incapacitation of principle borrower

UAIS’ aim is to help farmers manage weather related risks by
1. Ensuring farmers get expected income even after a season affected by weather changes
2. Facilitating farmers’ access to agricultural credit by reducing the risk of smallholder loan default;
3. Allowing banks to expand their lending portfolio to the agriculture sector without increasing
default risk
Risk is mitigated through agricultural insurance by providing two products:
1) All Risk Mortality (ARM)
2) Livestock Drought Index Insurance

PROGRESS ON UAIS SCHEME
Government’s good will: The concept on the scheme was in the NBFP for FY 2016/17 approved by
Parliament in January with a provision for a 5BN allocation to the Scheme in FY 2016/17; 10BN
allocation expected over the next four FY years. A committee comprising of key stakeholders set up by
Government to oversee commencement of the scheme. A Cabinet memo and framework paper was
presented to Cabinet by PSST Incorporated in the FY 2016/17 Budget and took effect on 1st July 2016.
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2.4 Session Three: Agriculture Credit Facility in financing Agriculture
Ms. Phiona Naigaga Agaba delivered a presentation on the role of the Agricultural Credit Facility (ACF) in
agricultural financing.
The Government of Uganda (GoU) in partnership with Commercial Banks, MDIs, Credit Institutions &
Uganda Development Bank (PFIs) set up the ACF to finance medium to long term loans to commercial
farmers as well as enhance capacity for value addition.
The scheme was introduced in the year 2009 but actual disbursements commenced in the year 2010.It
operates under a Memorandum of Understanding signed by Ministry of Finance Planning & Economic
Development (on behalf of the GoU), PFIs and Bank of Uganda (BoU) which plays a role of the fund
administrator. PFIs contribute 50% of any loan given to a farmer/agro-processor and GoU 50% while
MDIs and Credit Institutions contribute 30% and GoU 70% of any loan given to a farmer/agroprocessor.
Terms for ACF loans: Maximum loan amount to a single borrower or related parties ≤ UGX 2.1bn (can
go up to UGX 5bn on a case by case basis for projects that add significant value to the Agric sector & the
economy as a whole). Max loan period - 8 Yrs & minimum 6 Months. Grace Period goes up to a
maximum of 3 years
Interest rate is up to a maximum of 12% per annum (Except for working capital for the grain portion
which is at 15%). Processing fees charged by PFIs to borrowers is ≤ 0.5% of the total loan amount. Legal
documentation & registration costs are borne by the borrower.
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Eligible under the ACF


Acquisition of agricultural machinery & equipment



post-harvest handling equipment



Storage facilities / warehousing



agricultural inputs that include; pesticides &
fertilizers



land opening, paddocking, bush clearing



Irrigation facilities, water excavation/dams etc



Biological assets like Banana suckers, fruit seedlings,
chicks, piglets, cows & goats for restocking the farm
(Max UGX 80million).



Agro processing facilities & any other
agric & agro-processing machinery &
equipment.



Working capital for operating costs to be
considered provided it does not exceed
20% of the total project cost for each
eligible borrower.



These will include; overhead costs like
utilities, wages for hired farm labor,
installation costs for machinery, hire of
specialized machinery for farming
activities.

ACF does not finance purchase of land, planting of trees, an existing facility/loan, trading in
agricultural commodities with the exception of grain.

GoU decided to introduce financing of grain trade under the ACF with the main objective is to mop up
excess grain from the previous season’s bumper harvest which leads to fall in prices. Maximum loan
amount to a single borrower & related parties is up to UGX 10billion for working capital for trading in
grain as well as capital expenditure for infrastructure development for grain.
The ACF has continued to register significant improvement with the portfolio growing from UGX 46.4
billion in December 2010 to UGX 336.0 billion as at May 2016. The success of the scheme is largely
attributed to the participating financial institutions. It is hoped that when the proposed marketing
strategy is implemented, the scheme will register an even greater improvement and success. It is
however worth noting that combined effort of the PFIs, the farmers, the private sector, the
Development Partners (PPP), GoU and agri-business advocates will help to effectively address the
challenges of agricultural finance.

2.5 Plenary Session
Issue
1.

Response

Financial Institutions and SACCOs
It is possible for an individual to acquire a
UCCCU gives loan to institutions, an individual
would require a recommendation from the
loan for a cooler from UCCCU
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

chairman of his/ her association
When is the UCCCU factory going to be
Opening up of the factory is awaiting installation
of machines such as coolers. UCCU is processing a
opened?
loan in order to buy the coolers and necessary
machines
What is the assurance that Letshego will not
Letshego started in 1998 but it came to Uganda in
2005 as MP Uganda initially. It has branches in
close down after a few years?
various countries in Africa and has established
partnerships with insurances such as APA
Insurance
Insurance
How can one access the UAIS does one you
It can be accessed through commercial banks,
become part of the scheme where do you
Insurance companies and insurance companies
and District Production Officers
apply?
Many rural farmers are ignorant about
insurance opportunities for agriculture
related activities and loans, Insurance
companies should ensure that information,
trickles down to the remote areas.

Insurance companies have taken note

Agriculture Credit Facility (ACF)
Why not give the money to SACCOs which are Centenary bank has been successful at disbursing
closer to the farmers instead of commercial
Government funds such as the youth Fund, so BoU
banks? In rural areas it is only Centenary Bank could consider tasking Centenary Bank with
that is closer to the people. Among the
disbursing the entire ACF and dictate that it is lent
financial institutions in the west it is only
out at 12%. However, there is need to consider the
UGAFODE and Centenary Bank that tell the
operation costs of disbursing and recovering the
farmer upfront that they offer ACF, other
loan. Centenary Bank has so far lent out 8million
institutions lend the money from ACF to MDIs UGX regarding the ACF.
and other micro finance institutions so as to
make profit

7.

Farmer organizations should be included in
dissemination of information especially
regarding agri finance products. Farmers in
rural and remote areas are not aware of the
ACF

8.

ACF should also support the medium and

BoU has set aside funds for sensitization about
ACF , may be those funds can facilitate committees
to do sensitization
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small holder farmers and not just the
commercial farmers. The Government can
access the middle class farmers through
cooperatives.
9.

Since not all the decision makers attend such
fora, the organizers if such events should find
means to ensure that pertinent issues raised
in such meetings are forwarded

AgriProFocus has strong advocacy platform that
ensures that pertinent issues are forwarded to the
various stakeholders. A report about the finance
fair will also be shared with all relevant
stakeholders.

2.6 Session Four: Launch of Rural Agri-finance Platform
The platform was launched by Mr. Muhangi Asaph who represented the L.C V chairman Mbarara, Captain
Bamuturaki JB Tumusiime.
Mr. Muhangi applauded BoU for having participated
in the event. He emphasized that lack of collateral and
credit are not the major problems for livestock
farmers but rather failure to access knowledge as
evidenced by the large number of farmers who are
denied knowing the existence of the ACF. He noted
that banks do not understand the challenges that
farmers face yet the aspect of financing component
plays a crucial role in the agricultural transformation.
He then advised that the platform should benefit
farmers and offer a platform for advocacy. He hinted
to the farmers about the possibility of starting up a
farmers’ bank. He concluded his remarks by
encouraging the farmers to be part of the platform.
National coordinator, AgriProFocus Ms. Lucy Asiimwe Twinamasiko informed the farmers that the
platform is internet based but also has an SMS component. It contains lots of information about agrifinance, livestock and many other aspects and therefore she urged the farmers to make the most of it.
She acknowledged GIZ for their efforts in supporting the platform and announced plans for AgriProFocus
to start engaging media like radios and television stations in dissemination of information.
The session was concluded by Jacob Oluanyah who illustrated to the farmers on how to engage with the
platform. Total number of individuals registered on the online platform was 77 individuals of which 55
subscribed to the Agricultural rural financial platform.
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3.0 DAY TWO: EXHIBITION &BUSINESS TO
FINANCE MATCHMAKING
3.1 Launch of Rural Agri-finance Platform and Closure
Edward Kamoga, an inclusive markets development specialist, farmer and agribusiness entrepreneur
coached the farmers on the basics of access to finance and financial management. Financial
Management more than keeping accounting records, it is an essential part of organizational
management and cannot be seen as a separate task to be left to finance staff or the treasurer. It
involves planning, organizing, controlling and monitoring financial resources in order to achieve
organizational objectives. Effective financial management can only be achieved when one has a sound
organizational plan.
Scope/Elements of Financial Management
a. Investment decisions includes investment in fixed assets (called as capital budgeting).
Investment in current assets is also a part of investment decisions called as working capital
decisions.
b. Financial decisions relate to the raising of
finance from various resources which will
depend upon decision on type of source, period
of financing, cost of financing and the returns
thereby.
c. Dividend decisions: The finance manager has to
take decision with regards to the net profit
distribution. Net profits are generally divided
into two: (I) Dividend for shareholders- Dividend
and the rate of it has to be decided (II) Retained
profits- amount of retained profits has to be
finalized which will depend upon expansion and
diversification plans of the enterprise.

The "Five C's" of Credit Analysis
1. Capacity to generate adequate cash to
repay the loan.
2. Capital; have adequate wealth to
withstand un-expected losses.
3. Collateral; should have alternative
Sources in case primary source fail.
4. Condition; borrower should consider
economic and market environment
can change

Other requirements include a business plan indicating
5. Character ; the profiles , experience
cash flows, production & marketing statistics, value
and integrity of owners also important
preposition/innovation, risks and mitigation. Farmers
need to use the Consumer Protection Guidelines to
boost their confidence and ensure that services offered
by financial institutions exhibit fairness, transparency and reliability
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3.2 Business to Finance Matchmaking
During this session, Ms. Sylvia Natukunda, Business & partnership manager, AgriProFocus facilitated
private meetings between the profiled producer groups and business service providers as well financial
service providers. This was preceded by a pitching session and booking meetings between service
providers and profiled producer groups. The exhibition was ongoing throughout the day open to the
farmers and other people.
The total number of exhibitors (financial service providers and value chain actors) was 21 of which 6
were Banks, 7 were SACCOs, 5 were insurance companies and 4 were Value chain actors.
Financial Institutions that pitched and exhibited
Banks and MFIs

SACCOs

Insurance

Value Chain Actors

Opportunity Bank

Nyakayojo

Jubilee

Medlink Lab

Letshego

Ebo

APA

Multiple Industries ltd

Centenary Bank

Beyonic Financial services

Sanlam

Solar Now

Housing Finance Bank

MBADIFA

CIC

Agri Quest

Financial Access

HUNGER Project

UIA

Bank of Uganda - ACF

Rural savings and credit coop
union (RUSCCU)-Bushenyi
UCCCU

Promising business contacts made to follow-up

Source, Akvoflow data base
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From the graph above; 2 companies made (50 X2) deals, 10 companies made (10X10) deals
companies made 5X5) deals. (Taking the highest number of the range)

and 5

Minimum deals (2 companies made 10X2) deals, 10 companies made 10X5) deals and 5 companies
made 5X1) deals. (Taking the lowest number of the range) and minimum deals made were 75 deals and
maximum deals made were 225.
The estimate total value of business deals made at this event - related to financial services

Source, Akvoflow data base
6 companies made deals between $1000 and $5000, 2 companies made deals $500 and $1000, 2
companies below $100.

Figure 2: Sylvia Natukunda briefing the farmers and service providers about the business to finance booking session
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Figure 3: Business to business sessions between farmers and financial Institutions

3.3 Giving Out Certificates and Closure of the Event
The event was concluded by handing out of certificates to exhibitors and organizers by Ms. Lucy
Asiimwe Twinamasiko.

Figure 4: Country Coordinator AgriProFocus handing out certificates to organizers (GIZ) and exhibitors (Jubilee Insurance)

Figure 5: Group picture of service providers and AgriProFocus
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Some Quotes from Service Providers and Exhibitors

“Thank you AgriProFocus for organising the
finance fair event which has helped Jubilee
Insurance team reach out to the farmers. It has
always been difficult to market insurance
products to farmers as they are not easily
accessed in such big numbers like the ones that
came for the finance fair. The farmers were
equally happy about their insurance products
given the risks (including drought and disease
and theft) that farmers are exposed to. Jubilee
attracted 25 clients who are members of the
SACCOs that I am yet to follow up”. Angella
Nuwagaba of Jubilee insurance

“Thank you AgriProFocus for organising
this event. It has enabled us to attract
30 Clients who have bought our
products; we are yet to follow up deals
with 25 clients. Medlink is committed
to partner with AgriProFocus and
exhibit in all the events” Mr. Ayella
Morris of Medlink lab and surgical ltd.
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ANNEX
Annex I: Agenda

TOPIC

PRESENTER(S)

SESSION
FACILITATOR

Arrival and Registration of
participants

All Participants

AgriProFocus

9:30 - 9:40
am

Welcome Remarks

Lucy Asiimwe Twinamasiko,
Country Coordinator
AgriProFocus

9:40 - 9:55
am

Key note address

SESSION 1

Financial Management

TIME CHECK

8:30 - 9:30
am

Financial Management: Best
practices for the livestock
value chain
9:55 -10:55
am
10:55am 12:00 pm

SESSION 2

12:00 - 1:00
pm

Arinanye Clayton, General
Manager UCCCU (Uganda Crane
Creameries Cooperative Union)

Gabriel Kamuge, Rural Finance
Specialist

Q & A session

Pitching & Feedback Session
for Financial Service Providers

Irene Sekamwa
Kajoro, Agrifinance Policy
Advisor, SNV
Uganda

Mugisha Richard,
Knowledge and
Innovation
Facilitator,
AgriProFocus

Banks, Insurance Companies and
SACCOS

Risk management in the Livestock value chain: The role of Uganda Agriculture
Insurance Scheme
Risk management in the
Livestock value chain: The role

Munya Daka (Uganda Insurers’
Association

Irene Sekamwa
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TIME CHECK

TOPIC

PRESENTER(S)

of Uganda Agriculture
Insurance Scheme

Discussions

1.00pm to
2.00pm
SESSION 3

SESSION
FACILITATOR
finance Policy
Advisor, SNV
Uganda

Joseph Kiirya, Investment
Advisor, SNV TIDE (The Inclusive
Dairy Enterprise Development)
Project

LUNCH BREAK
Agriculture Credit Facility in financing agriculture
Phiona Naigaga Agaba, Bank of
Uganda

The Role of Uganda’s
Agriculture Credit Facility in
financing agriculture

Discussant 1: Moses
Turyaramya, Coordinator
Mbadifa(Mbarara District
Farmers Association

Discussant 2: Martin Musinguzi,
Manager Credit Services
Centenary Bank Mbarara

2:00 –
3:30pm

Mugisha Richard,
Knowledge and
Innovation
Facilitator,
AgriProFocus

SESSION 4

Launch of the Rural Agri-finance Platform and workshop closure by the Government
Official

3:30 – 4:00
pm

Background about the Platform

Joseph Mutuugu, Information
technologists , GIZ

Jacob Olanya ,
communications
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TIME CHECK

TOPIC

4:00 – 4:30
pm

Launch of the Platform

4.30

Evening tea and Networking

PRESENTER(S)
LCV Chairman Mbarara District

SESSION
FACILITATOR
Facilitator ,
AgriProFocus

PROGRAMME OUTLINE – DAY TWO – 22ND JUNE 2016 ( Business to
Finance Match Making
8:30 - 9:30
am

Arrival and Registration of
participants

9:30 - 11:00
am

Pre Event Workshop , Profiled
producer groups.

Consultant

11:00 12:00 pm

Pitching by the financial services
institutions

Banks, Insurance companies
and SACCOs

12:00pm1.00pm

Booking meetings between services
providers and producer groups

Sylvia , Business Brokering and linkage Manager
AgriProFocus.

On going

AgriProFocus

Break Tea

Lunch
2:00pm to
5:00pm

Business to business match making
( Private meetings between the
producer groups and the financial
service providers

5:00pm

Networking and departure at
leisure

Sylvia , Business Brokering and linkage manager
AgriProFocus.
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